
















unsatisfactory. We process various types

of ore to obtain uranium but the methods

of processing used are empirical and many

of the chemical and physical details that

effect them are little understood. Almost

every step in our entire program from

digging the ores out of the ground to

exploding bombs and designing power

reactors bristles with questions, the an-

swers to which we do not know.

Let me, in brief, stress these two gen-

eral points: First, that our scientific man-

power must be regarded and employed as

a national resource; second, that in such

times as these, it is important to continue

to increase, rather than to decrease our

fundamental research. I state these prin-

ciples with a conviction that grows from

study of the history of atomic energy de-

velopment. As I've indicated, the atomic

energy program at the start may fairly

be said to have sprung full panoplied

from the brains of university research

men. Atomic energy history points up

strikingly the debt of the people of the

country to the universities of the country.

Our strength lies not simply in our

weapons; it lies, at the core, in our under-

standing of the forces of nature. The

Phoenix Project of the University of

Michigan will, I am sure, contribute to

that knowledge and thus increase our

strength.

Government Control

There are some who ask: Why doesn't

the public treasury finance all research

on atomic energy? Why ask for private

funds to support such work?

The complete answers, like answers to

all broad policy questions, are complex.

But at the risk of over-simplifying, let

me state some general considerations that

seem pertinent to me.

First of all, it is obvious that research

that under the Atomic Energy Act must

be kept secret has to be controlled and

financed by Government.

Secondly, a considerable body of fun-

damental research which gives prospect of

applying sometime to the solution of

problems in the atomic energy industry,

but does not need to be kept secret in its

early stages at least, still should be fi-

nanced by Government. This we are

doing. We have in force more than 100

contracts with universities, hospitals, re-

search institutes for carrying on such

research. It forms a part of the programs

in the national laboratories built and

financed by the Atomic Energy Commis-

sion. This phase of the Government-

financed program, as I have indicated in

my earlier remarks requires to be main-

tained and, indeed strengthened continu-

ously now and in the future. Emergency

points up the need to press ahead with

basic research that gives a lead into the

solution of urgent technical problems.

Thirdly, there is the general field of

study in the basic laws of nature that

govern atomic phenomena of all sorts.

This is the "pure" type of research. At

its beginning it seems to have no relation

to the solution of production and operat-

ing problems. But as I have stated earlier,

time and again the facts and theories that

it produces have made possible sweeping

advance in technology.

Some of this research requires machines

of great size and costâ��cost past the

capacity of private financing. Govern-

ment has taken on the building of such

machinesâ��particle accelerators at uni-

versities and national laboratories, re-

actors at national laboratories. Govern-

ment also operates these machines and

finances some of the work done with

them. The machines are available also for

the use of independent researchers, as in

the case of the reactors just coming into

operation at Brookhaven National Lab-

oratory.

But there is much research out on these

frontiers of physical, chemical, biological

and medical knowledge which can be

carried on with equipment that is within

the reach of privately-financed or State

institutions. This is the field where indi-

vidual gifts and current State appropria-

tions can and should broaden the scope

and stimulate the spirit of free, indepen-

dent inquiry into natural phenomena and

the laws to which they conform. I believe

that on reflection no one who cherishes

the traditions that have built the sciences

would wish to put all or even a major

part of basic research in any field com-

pletely in the hands of the central Gov-

ernment. To do so would in the end slow

our progress and leave us a very different

people.

In short, there is much that can and

should be done in atomic energy research

by universities, individuals, and private

institutes, and that should not be con-

trolled or paid for by Government. Those

who contribute to the support of such

research are truly serving America.

Atomic energy productsâ��the stable

and radioactive isotopesâ��play a part of

rapidly growing importance in research

on problems of the life sciences, including

those dealing with health and agricultural

production. Here, again, the Atomic

Energy Commission feels an obligation to

carry on some special projects which can

be best managed and operated at the in-

stallations in the program, and to give

aid to hundreds of research institutions

through providing special equipment and

materials that are not available to them

from other sources. Let me cite two ex-

amplesâ��research in cancer and research

in soils and fertilizers as related to im-

proving crop production.

Radioactive Phosphorus

Because few agricultural experiment sta-

tions now have facilities for mixing radio-

active phosphorus with fertilizers, the

AEC is currently financing the making of

such research materials by the United

States Department of Agriculture at its

Beltsville, Maryland, research center.

During the current year this radioactive

material for soils research has been sent

to 22 state agricultural experiment sta-

tions for use in 67 different studies. The

studies were financed by the stations.

According to the director of this pro-

gram, more has been learned in the past

four years about phosphate fertilizers than

had been achieved by other means in the

previous 50 years.

Some 15 million tons of phosphate fer-

tilizer costing over $300,000,000 are used

yearly in this country. Efficient use of

phosphates is extremely important to farm-

ers. Among the questions to which the

research people are finding answers are

these:

How do crops vary in their use of fer-

tilizer phosphates?

What soil conditions promote good

use of phosphorus?

How do various types of phosphate fer-

tilizers compare?

How do plants utilize phosphates?

Through use of radiophosphorus the ex-

perimenters have learned that potatoes

take up phosphorus from the added fer-

tilizer throughout the growing season.

Young corn will take up fertilizer phos-

phate but the older plant obtains most

of its phosphorus from that fixed in the

soil. The research men believe this may

suggest that potatoes should be heavily

fertilized before and during the growing

season; while for corn the best practice

might be to apply phosphorus as long as

a year before the growing season; to raise

gradually the phosphate level of the soil

by long-time application of less soluble

phosphates which will not leach out.

These suggestions of course must be

tried out before they are established as

fact and put into farming practice.

(Continued on page 56)
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where this method was first developed by

Professor Libby.

Experiments conducted at the Univer-

sity of Chicago have shown a number

of interesting facts. Charcoal excavated

from hearts and cremation pits of the old-

est known Indian villages in the area

showed that the Indians inhabited New

York State as long ago as 3000 B.C. This

is three thousand years before they were

previously thought to have entered the

Hudson River valley. The Pyramid of the

Sun at Teotihuacan, Mexico, dates from

only 1000 B.C., not 13,000 as it was form-

erly believed. The last Ice Age in the

Midwest reached its height 12,000 years

ago as opposed to the earlier theory that

the peak occurred 20,000 years ago.

U. of M. Apparatus

The apparatus at Michigan, located on

the first floor of the Chemistry Building,

is being operated by Earl McDaniel, a

graduate physics student, and Gloria

Thornton, who has a master's degree in

chemistry. The apparatus is about four

feet high, six feet long, and three feet

wide. In the very center of the apparatus

is what is known as the Libby screenwall

counter, a tungsten wire .006 in. in diam-

eter carrying an electric charge of 1200

volts surrounded by thirty-two copper

wires each with a charge of 45 volts.

Around the Libby screenwall counter goes

a hollow cylinder coated on the inside

with carbon from the sample to be tested.

The hollow cylinder is surrounded by

fifteen anticoincidence Geiger counters to

cancel the effects of cosmic rays. All this

is enclosed by an iron and lead housing

weighing about four tons. The lead is on

the outside to block the radioactivity from

room objects and also to reduce the num-

ber of cosmic rays passing through. The

iron is on the inside to stop the radiation

caused by impurities in the lead. The Gei-

ger counters are attached to an oscillo-

graph which records the number of radio-

active emissions.

The carbon from the sample is burned

to form carbon dioxide. This is reduced

to carbon with magnesium. After several

complicated steps all the impurities are

removed leaving the pure carbon. It is

then mixed with an agar solution form-

ing a gel which will adhere to the inside

of the cylinder.

Three cylinders are in the apparatus at

one time: one contains carbon that is in-

(Continued from page 28)

finitely old, such as coal; another has in it

carbon from an organism which has just

died; the third can contains the carbon

of unknown age. The radioactive emis-

sions from each can are counted for an

hour at a time; then the cans are auto-

matically alternated so that another can is

being counted during the next hour. Thus

in the period of forty-eight hours that the

group of three cans is being tested each

is counted sixteen hours.

Safe Handling

Although it is expected that much good

will be derived from Phoenix Project ac-

tivities on campus, the project also brings

with it several problems. One of the most

outstanding of these problems is how to

minimize the dangers that are ever-present

in the handling and storage of radioactive

materials.

The three major aspects of this problem

are:

1. The protection of personnel using

the active materials.

2. Storage of the active material until

needed.

3. Transporting the materials.

Obviously the aspect of prime importance

is the first.

Protection

When active materials are deposited

in the body, any or all of a great many

ill-effects may result, such as change in

the functions of the organs or fatal burns.

Perhaps the worst feature common to all

effects is that they may not appear until

the dangerous materials has resided in the

body for many years and irreparable dam-

age may have been produced. There usual-

ly are no definite clinical symptoms which

can be relied upon to guard against pos-

sible impending injury.

Since radioactive particles may enter

into or attack the body in several ways it

can be readily seen that safety must be of

primary concern to anyone anticipating

the use of these materials. Among the

precautions that may be taken for the

protection of personnel is the use of safety

devices such as shields that will absorb

active particles, and monitoring devices,

such as film badges, that record the degree

of a person's exposure to radioactivity.

Also, laboratory workers must follow

strict experimental procedures established

on the basis of the utmost in safety. Per-

sonnel working in positions of possible

exposure must practice personal safety

precautions and if necessary submit to

periodic examinations more or less strin-

gent as the individual case may warrant.

There is, under certain conditions, con-

siderable danger of workers carrying ra-

dioactive particles out of the laboratory

in such places as under the fingernails and

in the hair. These possibilities could be,

for the most part, eliminated if the work-

ers followed carefully planned routines

of personnel hygiene.

Storage Problem

The storage problem, though not as

involved as the handling problem is still

cause for concern.

Since it is not practical to activate ma-

terials as they are needed, quantities of

them must be stored until used. This re-

quires well protected storage facilities in a

close proximity to the place of use. Also,

there must be some means of regulating

the removal of active materials from their

storage space. Whoever is given the re-

sponsibility of regulation must know at all

times where every millicurie of activity is

and how it is being used.

In some cases there is radioactive waste

from the use of active materials. There

must be facilities to destroy this waste or

store it until the period of dangerous

activity has elapsed. This period is gen-

erally considered to be the half-life of the

element which is as much as fifty-five days

for Strontium 89, as commonly used radio-

active material.

Transportation

The last problem mentioned, transpor-

tation, can be a considerable worry if the

proper facilities are not available and

proper procedures not followed. Radio-

active materials, just as any other material

must be moved both from laboratory to

laboratory and from place to place within

a laboratory. This could very easily in-

volve the handling of the materials by

people inexperienced and not properly in-

doctrinated in such work. Strict proce-

dures involving packaging and handling

must be instituted and inforced.

Now that the necessity for proper safety

precautions has been established, what is

being done about it? President Ruthven

has appointed a committee of seven men,

including those men on campus who are

best informed on the subject, to weigh

(Continued on page 32)
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THE HISTORY OF THE PHOENIX PROJECT

mittee to further knowledge in this new

field and the intent to explore the bene-

ficial potentialities of atomic energy. From

the proposed center may come an answer

to some of the urgent biological problems

of today. Funds of the Atomic Energy

Commission for basic research, its fel-

lowship program and its training facili-

ties are planned to assist in development

of programs of this broad type."

At the suggestion of Fred Smith, the

war memorial was named the Phoenix

Project.

The Phoenix Project: We have named

the memorial the Phoenix Project because

the whole concept is one of giving birth

to a new enlightenment, a conversion of

ashes into life and beauty. The Phoenix

Project, as we visualize it, would consist

of an academy of scholars recruited from

this and other universities. It is our

thought that they would devote their full

creative powers to the task of converting

atomic energy to peace-time purposes and

of utilizing it for the benefit of mankind.

These men would carry on their researches

in a group of laboratories and work-rooms

which would be entered through a me-

(Continued from page 42)

morial rotunda or similar structure. This

structure would in itself be a constant re-

minder that the University had effectually

recognized the aims for which its students

and alumni gave their lives. A functional

memorial, it would explore the beneficent

aspects and implications of atomic energy

with the same determination and enthu-

siasm as the Manhattan Project explored

the destructive aspects.

On May 1, 1948, the committee pre-

sented the following resolution to the

Board of Regents, which gave its unanim-

ous approval:

The Second Resolution

Resolved: That the War Memorial

Committee recommend to the Board of

Regents that the University create as its

War Memorial a Center to explore the

ways and means by which the potentiali-

ties of atomic energy may become bene-

ficent influences in the life of man.

On May 17, a special edition of the

Daily announced the project to the student

body.

Art Der Derian, one of the student

members of the committee, at one of the

early meetings, made this comment: "I

don't know what form a war memorial

should take. I do feel, however, that it

ought to be a light, high in the sky, and

visible not only to our veterans who are

back at the University but to their sons

and all future generations of students.

They should always see it. It should al-

ways remind them of the ideals for which

our students gave their lives."

Although the Michigan Memorial-

Phoenix Project is not an actual light,

housed in a tower, it is a light of much

greater intensity. The source of its energy

has already been supplied by our students

and our alumni. That energy is constantly

being increased and will be recognized, as

Art Der Derian envisioned that it would

be, "not only by our veterans but by their

sons and all future generations of stu-

dents."

* * *

E.E.: "Grab the end of that wire."

A.E.: "All right. I've got it."

E.E.: "Feel anything?"

A.E.: "Nope."

E.E.: "Well, don't touch the one next

to it; it's got 50,000 volts in it.
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A BRAND NEW FIELD

RAY LADENDORF

Editor-in-Chief

Extent . . .

About 60,000 people are now engaged

in the new and potentially large field of

atomic-energy work. At present these

people are employed directly by the

Atomic Energy Commission and its con-

tractors. The expansion of this field ap-

pears to be almost limitless and the oppor-

tunities now available are quite similar

to those that existed in the infant radio

industry in 1920.

There are three major fields of effort in

the applications of atomic energy: the

production of raw materials, the utiliza-

tion of radioactive materials produced by

nuclear reactors in science and in indus-

try, and the production of useful power.

In each of these fields opportunities draw

the engineer. Between sixty and eighty

percent of all the technical positions open

will be filled by engineers; the remainder

mainly will be made up of physists

and chemists.

Production of Fuel . . .

The techniques used so far in the pro-

duction of raw materials have been mainly

adaptations of those common to the min-

ing and ore-refining industries. Although

much higher standards of purity are re-

quired, the refining of the uranium ore is

not very different from the other refining

and chemical industries up to the point of

use of the material in the reactors. Men

with conventional training in mining and

chemical engineering probably will be

able to handle the jobs.

Isotopes . . .

Radioactive isotopes for industrial,

scientific, medical, and agricultural uses

are at the present time the main peacetime

contribution of the development of atomic

energy. Medicine and biology at present

constitute the largest fields for the use of

isotopes; industrial and metallurgical

uses account for ten percent of the ship-

ments.

Most applications of radioisotopes re-

quire special instruments and tools for the

remote handling of radioactive materials.

The demand for these special instruments

has led to the building up of a sizeable

new radioactive instrument business, and

there are now more than thirty firms sup-

plying equipment of this sort. These firms

employ physicists, chemists, and engineers

who have specialized in instrumentation.

Power Plants . . .

Much work is being started toward de-

veloping atomic-energy power plants.

The Knolls Atomic Power Laboratory,

operated by the General Electric Company,

primarily is working on the development

of stationary power plants. Westinghouse,

sponsored by the United States Navy, is

going forward in developing ship and

especially submarine power plants. The

Fairchild Aircraft and Engine Corpora-

tion, sponsored by the Air Force, is work-

ing on nuclear energy powerplants for

aircraft. In these specific projects many

engineers will be needed in electrical, me-

chanical, marine, and aeronautical engi-

neering; their work will be only indi-

rectly connected with nuclear energy.

Much work is being done to obtain the

maximum possible heat transfer from the

smallest possible volume, since nuclear

fuel is so expensive that it is profitable to

invest a considerable amount of mechani-

cal and metallurgical effort in getting the

maximum amount of heat out of a given

amount of this fuel. Mechanical engineers

specializing in heat transfer will be need-

ed for some time to come in this work.

Corrosion problems within the reactors

will require the services of many chem-

ists and metallurgists. The conventional

corrosion problems are complicated by the

difficulty of maintenance of the inner

parts of the reactors due to the intense

levels of radioactivity.

Civil engineers will also find their

work waiting for them in the field of

atomic-energy development. Civil engi-

neers will be needed to build the plants

and, more important, provide for the dis-

posal of radioactive wastes.

Prerequisites

Almost all the engineering in nuclear

energy projects is exactly the same kind

of engineering required elsewhere in in-

dustry. Atomic-energy development pro-

vides engineers with the same old prob-

lems but in a new setup and with a dif-

ferent background. Basically the same

engineering training is required. However,

most of the technical people to be used

in the atomic-power effort in the future

will need some training in the special

fields of current engineering, and in phys-

ical, chemical, and metallurgical skills.

Perhaps ten percent will need the new fis-

sion and neutron knowledge of modern

nuclear physics. Some of this they may be

able to get in college, but security re-

strictions and the difficulty of obtaining

expensive and restricted equipment and

materials will mean that much of the

specialized technical knowledge will have

to be obtained on the job.

A considerably larger group than the

above ten percent, consisting of chemical

engineers together with chemists and

health physicists, will need practical

knowledge of how to handle redioactive

materials in bulk. This knowledge also

will be obtained on the job.

For You???

Here, then, is a brand new field of

engineering, waiting to be developed. Op-

portunities for the expansion and the de-

velopment of new uses for atomic energy

are great. Atomic-energy development

needs menâ��witness the ads in recent

journals. Is this the field for you?
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